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ABSTRACT
Objectives: Hypertension is a cardiovascular disease which is a very common hemodynamic syndrome, and
it has different prevalence in different regions as it is common all over the world. In recent studies, it is known
that microRNAs (miRNAs) play an important role in hypertension disease and that miRNA expressions are
regulated by epigenetic mechanisms. There are also studies proving that microRNAs are new therapeutic targets
for pulmonary arterial hypertension, and miRNAs can participate in the pathophysiology of hypertension in
many ways and it can be used as a biomarker for hypertension disease. It is thought that miRNAs can be
effective in the diagnosis and treatment of hypertension and further studies are needed. Recently, the relationship
between miRNAs and hypoxia has also been focused on and has been taken into account in studies. In this
review, we aimed to present the effects of miRNAs on hypertensive disease and current approaches. Finally,
with gene targeting studies, we think that miRNAs, which can be biomarkers and molecular agents, will hold
promise in preventing the progression of hypertension in the future, and we hope that they can create ideas for
future studies.
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Hypertension is a common cardiovascular disease
that occurs with high blood pressure. Hyperten-

sion disease causes harmful complications and poses
a risk for diseases such as stroke, coronary artery dis-
ease, heart failure and chronic kidney failure [1, 2]. In
addition, hypertension (HTN) is a disease that contin-
ues to be quite common around the world. Essential
hypertension (EH) is a highly complex and polygenic
condition, and in addition epigenetic modifications are
very important in the development of EH. Known for
genetic and environmental systems involved in deter-
mining the risk of EH Genetic and environmental sys-
tems are known involved in determining the risk of
EH (Fig. 1) [3]. 
      Nitric oxide acts as an anti-inflammatory agent
and prevents leukocyte adhesion. This prevents vas-
cular inflammation and causes vasodilation, resulting

in hypertension [4]. Pulmonary hypertension (PH) is
a lung disease that occurs when the pulmonary artery
pressure reaches a quarter of the blood pressure in the
whole organism. Recent studies focus on the impor-
tance of microRNAs (miRNAs) and are underway in
many recent studies on the effects of miRNAs in
human disease [5]. miRNAs are non-coding RNAs of
about 21-25 bp long and play an important role in var-
ious biological processes such as differentiation, pro-
liferation, migration, and apoptosis on hypertension
diseases as with all diseases (Fig. 2) [2, 5, 6, 7]. 
      The formation of miRNA is based on the occur-
rence of a number of processes in the cell, nucleus and
cytoplasm. The first miRNA synthesized is called pri-
miRNA and is about 700 bases long. This primary
miRNA is synthesized by RNA polymerase II. It has
a cap (5 'cap) and a poly-A tail. After the pri-miRNA
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is cleaved by the Dorsha enzyme, a precursor miRNA
called pre-miRNA is formed and is about 70 bases
long. The precursor miRNA is then transported
through nuclear pores to the cytoplasm. This transport
takes place with the exportin-5 protein. The stem ring
of pre-miRNAs is then cut with the Dicer enzyme, re-
sulting in two complementary short RNA molecules.
The stable, i.e. mature miRNA binds to the RNA-de-
rived silencing complex (RISC) and performs its func-
tion. Lost when other RNA is broken down (Fig. 3) [6,
8, 9]. 
      Non-coding RNAs are divided into two; small

non-coding RNAs and long non-coding RNAs. Long
non-coding RNAs are regulated by miRNAs. In addi-
tion, the main functions of miRNAs include their role
in gene regulation by binding to the RNA-ınduced si-
lencing complex (RISC). In the regulatory complex
that has formed, Argounate functions as the main pro-
tein. Small RNAs are found in the active site of the
Argounate protein, miRNA and mRNA forms the
triple complex. Causes a pressure on gene expression
through mRNA cleavage or translational suppression
(Fig. 4) [10, 11]. 
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Fig. 1. Effects on phenotype. Genetic and environmental systems are effective in the development of essential hypertension
[3]. 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram showing microRNAs contributing to the pathogenesis of pulmonary arterial hypertension [7]
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Epigenetic Mechanisms and Its Effect on Hyper-
tension Disease 
      miRNAs play an important role as epigenetic
modulators by interacting with enzymes involved in
epigenetic mechanisms such as DNA methyltrans-
ferase (DMTs), histone deacetylase (HDACs), and hi-
stone methyltransferases (EZHs). In addition,
epigenetic mechanisms such as DNA methylation,
RNA modification, and histone modification regulate
the expression of miRNAs. With miRNAs, epigeneti-
cally related cell proliferation creates a new mecha-
nism in regulating cell processes such as apoptosis and
differentiation. Additionally, miRNAs can affect the
expression of the epigenetic mechanism by targeting
enzymes that are associated with epigenetics. MiR-
NAs are increasingly important in epigenetic expres-
sions, such as; DNA methylation, RNA modification

and histone modification (Fig. 5) [12, 13]. 
      Epigenetic mechanisms play an important role in
expressing the inherited characteristics that contribute
to the pathogenesis of many cardiovascular diseases
and in the transmission of risk factors for hypoxia-sen-
sitive pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) from
generation to generation (Fig. 6) [14, 15]. 

The Prevalence of Hypertension Disease in the
World and in Turkey 
      There are important differences in the prevalence
of HTN in the USA; Hypertension is seen in 43% of
African American women, 45.7% of men, 33.9% of
white men and 31.3% of women. In a healthy 45-year-
old African American, the risk of developing HTN is
92.7%, compared with 92.4% in Hispanic populations.
On the other hand, the risk of developing HTN among
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Fig. 3. Schematic view of microRNA (miRNA) processing and function [9].
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Caucasians is relatively low (up to 86%) and even
lower in Asian populations (84.1%) [4]. Hypertension
affects approximately 25% of the adult population
worldwide, and it is estimated that the number of
adults with hypertension will increase by approxi-
mately 60% in the coming years. In the United States,
hypertension affected 30% of the population in 2015.
According to the “2017 High Blood Pressure Clinical
Practice Guidelines”, the prevalence of hypertension
has increased significantly (46 to 32%) among US
adults [2]. Hypertension is a widespread public health
problem in our country as well as all over the world.
According to the “Turkish Hypertension Prevalence
Study”, the prevalence of hypertension in adults (18
years and older) is 31.8% (males; 27.5%, females;
36.1%). Blood pressure control in all hypertensives is
8%, and it is 20.7% in patients who are aware of high
blood pressure and who are treated [16]. 

miRNAs Related to Hypertension Disease 
      According to studies conducted in hypertensive
patients, a significant increase in miR-21 expression
levels compared to healthy control group was ob-
served. The mechanism of miR-21 increased in target
organ damage is unknown. Moreover, miR-21 is a

molecule involved in the regulation of vascular remod-
eling during EH [2]. In recent studies, it has been re-
ported that with a decrease in miR-21 expression
levels, it has a role in regulating the Programmed cell
death protein 4 (PDCD4) and Activator protein 1 (AP-
1) signaling pathway [17]. 
      miRNAs are expressed differently in many dis-
eases, including pulmonary hypertension (Fig. 2). One
study reported that miR-204 is involved in reducing
blood pressure [7, 18]. In one study, miR-214 was
known to downregulate Phosphatase and tensin ho-
molog (PTEN) and suppress apoptosis and promote
the proliferation of Pulmonary Artery Smooth Muscle
Cells (PASMCs). Thereupon, in the same study, it was
found that miR-214 targets PTEN. As a result, miR-
214 is thought to be a promising diagnostic tool for
pulmonary hypertension (PH) [5]. Also In recent stud-
ies, it has been stated that miR-214 plays a role in con-
trolling perivascular fibrosis [19]. 
      In the studies conducted, it was observed that hsa-
miR-145 expression increased significantly in athero-
sclerotic plaques taken from hypertensive patients
compared to the health control group. It has been
noted that hsa-miR-145 and hsa-miR-122 are associ-
ated with the development of hypertension. Also hsa-
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Fig. 4. Schematic overview of the miRNA pathway [10].
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miR-21 is thought to be suitable for miRNA-based
therapeutics as it plays a role in lowering blood pres-
sure [20]. miR-126a-5p plays a role in the hypoxia-
mediated endothelial migration of neonatal pulmonary
hypertension [2]. In another study, it was concluded
that miR-17 regulates the Th1 reaction and the pro-
duction of interleukin-10. Moreover, miR-15 expres-
sion was reported to increase the induction of T cells
[21]. In a study, it was reported that miR-223 expres-
sion levels decreased in the lungs, arteries and smooth
muscle cells of hypertensive patients and this decrease
was regulated by HIF-1 alpha activity. As a result of
this regulation, it was concluded that PARP-1 activity
was upregulated and had a positive effect on endothe-
lial dysfunction [22]. Another study concluded that
miR-223-3p targets ITGB3 and iık of PAH [26]. In
miR-1 essential hypertensive patients and pre-eclamp-

sıas are upregulated in peripheral blood mononuclear
cells [24]. 
      miRNA is known to play an important role in the
development of hypertension as well as preventive and
reparative therapeutics for hypertension. Vascular
smooth cells (VSMC) enable the formation of the me-
dial layer of the vessels. miRNAs play an important
role in VSMC development, phenotype and transcrip-
tional regulation [4]. 
      miR-145 is known to play an important role in the
development of the cardiovascular system as a regu-
lator. It has also been reported that mir-145 is required
for VSMC differentiation [1]. It is also known that
miR-9 and miR-126 are closely related to EH in hu-
mans and that these miRNAs are associated with the
prognosis of target organ damage in hypertensive pa-
tients [4]. 
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Fig. 5. Epigenetic modifications of miRNA in a mammalian system [12].
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      Endothelial cells contribute to the pathogenesis of
hypertension by secreting many substances. One of
them is nitric oxide. Nitric oxide is involved in main-
taining normal blood pressure. It is known that there
is a relationship between impaired nitric oxide activity
in hypertension and increased arterial tone, but its
mechanism is still not understood. It acts as a bio-
marker in the diagnosis of many diseases such as car-
diovascular diseases. miR-155 can be useful in
preventing the development of hypertension by regu-
lating the endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOs) en-
zyme [25]. On the other hand, in one study, it was
concluded that miR-155- 5p caused vasorelaxation im-
pairment by down-regulation of eNOS found in en-
dothelial cells [26]. It has been reported that miR-100
targets the rs6186923 polymorphic region of the TRB3
gene and consequently affects hypertension and left
ventricular hypertrophy. However, the researchers
argue that rs6186923 should be verified with miR-100
western blot and evaluated further in future studies
[27]. 
      It is known that miR-140-5p expression is de-
creased in both PAH patients and rat monocrotolin-in-
duced PAH models. SMURF1 and DUMT have been
found to be direct target genes of miR-140-5p in pul-

monary artery smooth muscle cells (PASMCs) and
play a role in the pathogenesis of PAH. In the same
study, it was found that the target genes of miR-140-
5p contributed to PAH-related biological processes
such as biological regulation, metabolic process, cell
communication, and response to chemical stimuli
[28]. It is known that the combination of miR-199a-
3p, miR-208a-3p, miR-122-5p and miR 223-3p is a
marker for the diagnosis of hypertension and that
miRNA dysregulation increases the risk of hyperten-
sion [29]. A study from exosomes concluded that hsa-
miR-210 is secreted through exosomes that play a role
in the pathomechanism of the disease [30]. 
      Li et al. [31] reported that miR-124 is down-regu-
lated in cells exposed to hypoxia. It was observed that
the level of mRNA expression normalized with miR-
124 was lower in PASMCs originating from PAH and
COPD compared to the control group, and it was con-
cluded that miR-124 may play a role in the pathogen-
esis of PAH in COPD patients. In the same study,
PASMCs were subjected to hypoxia, and miR-124 was
observed to be significantly downregulated, and
GRB2 mRNA expression was found to be signifi-
cantly upregulated in cells exposed to hypoxia relative
to cells exposed to normoxia [31]. 
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Fig. 4. Schematic overview of the miRNA pathway [10].
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Hypertension is a multifactorial cardiovascular dis-
ease. Stroke is an important risk factor for the devel-
opment of coronary artery disease, heart factor, and
chronic kidney factor [1, 2]. miRNA are small non-
coding RNAs that are approximately 16-25 bp long.
There is a relationship between miRNAs and hyper-
tension in several ways. It is known that miRNAs play
an important role in the pathogenesis of hypertension.
Recently, scientists have focused on miRNA and hy-
pertension relationships. Studies by many scientists
have shown that expression levels of miRNAs are in-
volved in different biological processes [2, 5]. There
is also a relationship between miRNAs and hypoxia.
In hypertensive patients, miR-21 can be used as a new
therapeutic target against the development of athero-
sclerosis, and studies have also found that miR-214 is
a novel therapeutic target as it is a promising diagnos-
tic tool [5]. 
      It has also been reported that many miRNAs such
as miR-210, miR-124, miR-204 and miR-138 regulate
SMC gene expression in PAH due to hypoxia [32].
Also, as a result of recent studies, miR 223-3p, miR-
27a, miR-150 could be new therapeutic targets for
PAH [23, 26]. In addition, it was concluded that NO,
which is associated with hypertension, contributes to
the prevention of hypertension [4]. Finally, the regu-
latory effect of miRNAs on epigenetic expression has
been more and more known in recent years [1]. miR-
NAs also target epigenetic-related enzymes and the
expression of epigenetic mechanism components [13].
miRNAs can be used as biomarkers for hypertension
[1].

CONCLUSION

      As a result, miRNA plays a crucial role in the de-
velopment of HTN and has the potential to target these
miRNAs as preventive and restorative therapy for
HTN. The relationship, effects and importance of
miRNAs on hypertension are discussed in this review.
In the future, miRNAs are thought to be a solution to
diseases such as hypertension and may be effective in
the diagnosis and treatment of diseases. 
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